DIRECTIONS / INSTRUCTIONS
From Hereford City: In Hereford, arrive at the Tesco roundabout. Take the exit for the A49 then immediately take the slip lane right, turning by Steels Garage.
From Ross on Wye: Follow the A49 into Hereford. At the first roundabout continue along the A49. Continue straight on at next set of traffic lights. The next set of lights turn left, by Steels garage. From Leominster/Bromyard: Join the ring road and arrive at Tesco Roundabout. Take the exit for the A49 then immediately take the slip lane right, turning by Steels Garage.
After turning into Eign Street follow to the traffic lights and continue straight over then turn left after approximately 900m into Holmer Street. Follow Holmer Street to the end and turn right into Westfaling Street and after approximately 140 metres turn left into the Crematorium / Cemetery
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